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Supporting documents and conventions 

This document references the following supporting LCC documents: 

 The introductory paper The LCC Framework: Overview (PDF). 

 The LCC white paper The Digital Identifier Network (PDF). 

 The specification of The LCC Entity Model (PDF). 

 Formal XSD representations of the LCC Entity Model and RRM as XML schemas, known as 
LCCCommonRightsFormat, LCCEntityModel and LCCAllowedValues (all XSD format). An 
examplary XML document compliant with the LCCCommonRightsFormat, called CRF Sample 
RRM Use Case R1. 

 UML diagrams for the RRM and the LCC Entity Model published as The LCC Rights Reference 
Model (JPG and EAP), The LCC Entity Model (JPG). 

 A set of exemplary use cases The LCC RRM Exemplary Use Cases (PDF). 

Naming and presentation conventions used in this document are as follows: 

 Words with capital letters (eg Creation, Category, RightsAssignment) are LCC-defined terms, 
often expressed with the prefix lcc:. 

 Term names are presented as a single string without spaces (eg RightsAssignment, not Rights 
Assignment) to make clear that a single term is meant.  

 Names of AllowedValueSets (that is, LCC controlled vocabularies) are constructed with 
“_AVS” at the end (eg TimeMode_AVS). 

 Names of LinkTypes (also known as Relators) are constructed by combining the names of the 
two roles being joined, separated by an underscore (eg lcc:Creation_Creation, 
lcc:Right_Party). 

 Namespaces to which terms belong are indicated by prefixes (eg lcc:). The prefix "xyz:" is 
used as a "dummy" prefix for terms used in examples. 
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1 Summary 

This section provides a high level overview of the LCC Rights Reference Model 
(RRM). The complete specification of the model is set out in section 3.  

1.1  Purpose 

The RRM exists to provide a formal, general and extensible reference data model for representing all 
kinds of intellectual property rights and privilege. It has been produced as a part of the LCC 
Framework to enable interoperability and encourage best practise, promoting the legitimate and 
increased use of content within the digital network. 

1.2  Form 

The RRM is an abstract logical data model. It may be expressed in any formalism according to local 
user requirements. An exemplary representation, the Common Rights Format (CRF) is published by 
the LCC as an XML Schema (XSD).  

1.3  Status 

The RRM is an output of the LCC (Linked Content Coalition) project. Version 1.0 was published in 
March 2013 as part of the LCC Framework. Future revisions will be made under governance 
arrangements being considered by the LCC. The RRM is copyright © Linked Content Coalition, but 
may be freely used by anyone under the terms of a free use license. 

1.4  Use  

The RRM has many uses, among which are: 

 In its full form, as a schema for data integration and transformation 

 In its full form, as a schema for large scale data modelling and design for a rights 
management system 

 In optimized form, for smaller scale modelling and messaging of rights 

 For quality assurance testing of existing data models and schemas 

The RRM may be optimized for implementation: this is described in more detail in section 4 of the 
paper The LCC Entity Model. 

An implementation guide for the RRM and Entity Model is expected to be an output of the second 
stage of the work of the Linked Content Coalition. 

1.5  RRM Entities 

The RRM identifies four main types of Entity: 

 Party (an individual person or an organization) 

 Creation (something made by a Party) 

 Place (a localizable or virtual place) 

 Context (an event or state) 

and then four main types of Context which between them make up the set of Rights Entities: 
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 Right (a state in which a Party is entitled to do something in relation to a Creation, as a 
consequence of a law, agreement or policy) 

 RightsAssignment (a decision which results in the existence of a Right) 

 Assertion (a claim made about the truth or falsehood of a statement) 

 RightsConflict (a state of disagreement or dispute over a Right.) 

 

The high level relationships between these Entities in the RRM are shown in Figure 1: 

RRM Entity and Link Types
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Figure 1: RRM Summary of Entity and Link Types 

 

1.5.1   "Right" Entity 

The key Entity in the model is the Right1, defined as “a state in which a Party is entitled to do 
something in relation to a Creation, as a consequence of a law, agreement or policy.” This single 
Entity is designed to represent all kinds of rights including those of usage (to use any type of creation 
in any way for any purpose under any conditions to any level of granularity) and those of 
management (ownership and control of any functions relating to the granting of Rights). 

The Right Entity has Attributes that enable it to be used to represent (among other things): 

                                                 

 

 
1
 The full specification of a Right is given in Section 3.7 of the RRM 
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 Rightsholders and other interested Parties  

 Creations covered by the Right (ControlledCreations) 

 Creations, or types of Creations, in which the ControlledCreations may be included 
(HostCreations) 

 Creations, or types of Creations, which may be created from the ControlledCreations 
(OutputCreations) 

 Any type of permitted or prohibited action (RightType), whether for the management of 
Rights in, or the use of, Creations  

 Places (including Territories) and Contexts in which the Right may be exercised 

 Tools (including media) and types of Tools and Materials, used in exercising the Right 

 ValidPeriods for the Right 

 Conditions and obligations, which may be any type of event or state, and may be pre-, 
post- or unsynchronised with the exercise of the Right 

 Rights from which a Right has been derived or delegated (SourceRights) 

 Rights which revert to the original Rightsholder when a RightsAssignment is concluded 
(SupersededRights) 

 "Catalogs" or groups of Rights bundled together (RightSets) for the purpose of doing 
deals 

 Exclusivity of Rights 

 Provisions for combinations of constraints (using "and", "or" and "not") on any 
Attribute, nested to any level, to deal with all forms of exclusion, conjunction and 
disjunction of elements 

 Any constraints of categories, names, identifiers, annotations, quantities, times or 
relationships associated with any of the Attributes above 

 

The scope of the LCC Right Entity is intentionally broad and covers, but is not limited to, rights 
defined in law: it is also defined to include other entitlements and privileges relating to intellectual 
property which are not rights originally assigned in law, but which still require agreement or 
permission from other parties. Examples of these are the entitlement to collect royalties or to 
administer licenses on behalf of another party as a result of an agreement, or user privileges to 
access data within a system set out in a corporate policy.  

The definition of a complete Right as a single data Entity is (it would appear) unique to the RRM 
among public data standards, and creates the basis for a general and "simple-as-possible" framework 
for Rights metadata management. 

1.5.2   "RightsAssignment" Entity 

Rights may be created, granted or delegated by a kind of event known in the RRM as a 
RightsAssignment2, which is a decision by one or more Parties which results in the existence of a 
Right. RightsAssignments include all kinds of licences, mandates, subpublishing agreements and 
access policies. The Right may be created from nothing (for example, by law or international 
convention) or may be delegated from a Party who already possesses it, or who has the Right to 

                                                 

 

 
2
 The full specification of a RightsAssignment is given in Section 3.8 of the RRM. 
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assign it (for example, in a publishing agreement, a license or a collecting society mandate). 
RightsAssignments may be in the form of RightsAgreements between two or more Parties, or they 
may be RightsPolicies which are laid down by one Party as a constraint on another (for example, the 
user access rights permitted by an organization for its users). The basic elements of a 
RightsAssignment Entity are simple (the Parties involved, the date of assignment and links to the 
Rights themselves). The complexity is mostly contained in the Right(s) assigned, as described in 
section 1.5.1.  

1.5.3   "Assertion" Entity 

An Assertion3 is a statement by some Party of the truth or falsehood of something else. Assertions 
are of critical importance in rights metadata, where conflicting claims may be made by different 
Parties in respect of the same Creations. If someone is confronted by conflicting evidence about 
rights, the obvious question to ask is one of authority: "who says" one or other statement is true, and 
that requires knowledge of the underlying Assertions. Many Rightsholders do not make claims on 
their own behalf, but this is done by their publishers, agents, societies or others, and these are the 
Asserters in such cases.   

1.5.4   "RightsConflict" Entity 

A RightsConflict4 arises when two Rights contradict one another: for example, where two Parties 
each claim exclusive local Rights to use a Creation. Conflicts may be the result of data errors (typically 
where a change of control has not been noted by one Party) or of a genuine dispute over Rights. In 
either case, the status of the RightsConflict may need to be noted, and local procedures or policies 
for its management and resolution implemented (for example, determining who if anyone issues 
licenses or collects payments while the conflict exists). Such conflict resolution processes are 
common in collecting societies or other aggregators of rights data. In a distributed “linked data” 
environment the management of RightsConflicts will become particularly challenging.  

1.5.5   Other Entities 

The RRM Party5  and Creation6 Entities follow the general patterns of other descriptive metadata 
schemes. Because any Attribute of a Party or a Creation may be a constraint in a Right (for example, 
“adults” or “members of this Library”, “scientific journal articles” or “works written by authors of US 
nationality”) the RRM is extensible to support any Attributes of any Party or Creation.  

The same approach is applied to the RRM Context7 Entity. In principle any kind of event or state may 

be a Condition of a Right, so the Context Entity can be configured as needed to represent 
specialized Contexts (for example, payments and usage reporting events) as needed. 

Finally, Places8 need to be identified as part of context of a Right. A Place may be a 
LocalizablePlace (that is, localizable in physical space) or a lcc:VirtualPlace (for example, a 

                                                 

 

 
3
 The full specification of an Assertion is given in Section 3.9 of the RRM. 

4
 The full specification of a RightsConflict is given in Section 3.10 of the RRM. 

5
 The full specification of a Party is given in Section 3.3 of the RRM. 

6
 The full specification of a Creation is given in Section 3.4 of the RRM. 

7
 The full specification of a Context is given in Section 3.6 of the RRM. 

8
 The full specification of a Place is given in Section 3.5 of the RRM. 
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location in the World Wide Web identified by a URL, or a bank account identified by its 
number). 

1.6  The LCC Entity Model 

The RRM is built on a general Entity model (the LCC Entity Model, illustrated in Figure 2 and 
described in full in the document The LCC Entity Model) in which every type of Entity is modelled 
entirely from combinations of five types of Attribute:   

Category (a categorization of an Entity with a fully controlled data value). 

Descriptor (a name or annotation of an Entity as an uncontrolled or partly-controlled data 
value) 

Quantity (a measure of some aspect of an Entity) 

Time (a point or period of time associated with an Entity) 

Link (a typed relationship between two Entities) 

 

0-n1-n   

1

1

0-n

0-n 0-n

LinkLink

LCC Entity Model: Attribute Model

Entity

Category  

Entity

LCC Entity ModelThis diagram shows the common 
structure for each Entity in the RRM 
(and other models which LCC may 
specify in future). 

Each Entity is built in a modular way 
from combinations of five types of 
Attribute, each of which has a 
different “micro-model” structure, 
exemplified here. Each Attribute is 
an Entity in its own right and may 
have Attributes of its own.
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Figure 2: LCC Entity Model  

 
These five types of Attribute are the primary semantic "building blocks" of the model.  Each type of 
Attribute has its own “micro-model” of data elements from which it is built. Values of each of the 
four Attributes other than Link may each have multiple representations, identified as different 
ValueDesignations (for example the name "Tom Brown" may be represented as "Mr Tom Brown" or 
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"Brown, Tom"). Each Attribute is also an Entity in its own right which may have Attributes of its own, 
allowing the Entity Model to be extended to any level of complexity in a modular structure.  

Categories provide the second level of semantics or meaning. Every other Attribute contains at least 
one Category, which supplies its semantic distinctiveness (for example, a Quantity has an 
lcc:QuantityType such as NumberOfPages or PercentageShare which determines the aspect and 
nature of the measurement). Allowed Value Sets or “AVSs” (elsewhere known as “controlled 
vocabularies” or sometimes “code lists”) are used to constrain the possible values for particular 
Categories. 

A small group of AVSs are mandated for the Entity Model, and a further small group to support the 
RRM. Other AVSs are defined by users according to requirements in context. 

The end result is a "molecular" structure in which Entities can be assembled to any level of 
complexity from combinations of the same building blocks. 
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2 Requirements 

This section explains the need for the RRM, and what it is designed to do. 

2.1 Rationale 

Content rights are complex, and so a good general systematic description of them must represent 
that complexity. There are some good metadata models and message schemas for specific kinds of 
rights data, and for particular content sectors or media types, but to date there has been no general 
reference data model which provides a robust and extensible general model of all the types of 
content rights data which need to be communicated and integrated in systems.  

Meanwhile the digital marketplace is developing rapidly. All kinds of content and media are now 
distributed, used and adapted in a common, networked environment, and the management of rights 
has become a task for everyone in the supply chain, and it can no longer be contained within 
separate sectors or silos like "the publishing industry" or "the music industry". To be able to describe 
accurately, and in a way that is interpretable by computers, what can be done to something, where, 
when, by whom and under what conditions is increasingly important, and will only become more so. 
This is true within organizations as much as it is between organizations. 

The primary function of the LCC Rights Reference Model is to provide such a description. The RRM is 
an abstract model, not a message schema, database schema or rights expression language, although 
it can be implemented, in whole or part, as any of those: it is accompanied by the Common Rights 
Format ("CRF"), an XML schema which implements the RRM as a general message format. 

2.2 Summary of requirements 

The RRM must be: 

 abstract: a logical model not tied to any particular formal representation (though formal 
representations are needed for testing and implementation). 

 comprehensive: able to represent all kinds of rights data - that is, data associated with the 
right to use any type of creation in any way for any purpose under any conditions to any level 
of granularity ( “permissions”), or associated with the ownership and control of any functions 
relating to the granting of rights (“rights control”). 

 commercially neutral: able to represent rights and permissions according to any business 
model or none;  

 sector neutral: not based on, or biased towards, the needs of any particular sector or 
content type;  

 parameterizable:  changes should be made by the addition of rules and controlled 
vocabulary, not by changes to the model structure.  

 extensible: able to accommodate currently unknown variations on rights data by adding to 
rather than revising the current model; 

 optimizable: able to represent data elements in denormalized and “flattened” forms as 
required by context - in other words, it can be “dumbed down” for specific contexts, but 
never needs to be “smartened up” to cater for types of data that have been forgotten; and 
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 “simple”: following Einstein’s principle that “Everything should be made as simple as 
possible, but not simpler”.  

2.3 Existing rights data schemas  

The RRM must be capable of representing all data which is included in existing standard and 
established rights metadata schemas in the content/media sectors, so that documents which 
conform to those schemas can be transformed into and out of the RRM structure. A non-exhaustive 
list of such schemas is given in the document The LCC Framework: Overview. 

2.4 Types of rights data  

The LCC project plan identified various types of rights data which the RRM must be able to represent. 
These are defined by the four types of event or state shown in Table 19. 

Table 1: Rights Entities 

Right (see 3.7) A state in which a Party is entitled to do something in relation to a 
Creation, as a consequence of a law, agreement or policy.  

(eg “Party A controls all rights in Creation C”, “Party B may copy, 
keep and view Creation C any time in the next year”).  

Rights are of type main types: usage Rights (to use any type of 
creation in any way for any purpose under any conditions to any 
level of granularity) and management Rights (ownership and control 
of any functions relating to the granting of Rights). 

RightsAssignment (see 3.8) A decision which results in the existence of a Right. 

(eg “Party A and Party B agree that B can make, keep and play a 
copy of Creation C”). 

RightsAssignments include all forms of License, Mandate, Policy and 
law which result in the existence of some Right. 

Assertion (see 3.9) 

 

A claim made about the truth or falsehood of a statement. 

(eg “Party A says that Party B controls Creation C in Europe”).  

RightsConflict (see 3.10) A state of disagreement or dispute over a Right.  

(eg “Party A and Party B both claim the same Rights for Creation C in 
Germany”).  

Each of these types of rights data may exist at any level of complexity.  

The RRM must be capable of representing the following: 

 rights in any type of creation for any type of usage in any time, place or context, to any level 
of granularity 

 any type of constraint on the identity and type of creations affected by rights (whether as 
controlled creations, host creations or output creations) 

                                                 

 

 
9 An earlier version of the LCC Project Plan identified six types of rights data. Two of these (ControlRight and UsageRight) have been 
combined and generalised as Right and two others (License and Mandate) have been combined and generalised as RightsAssignment. 
Assertion has also been generalised, and is no longer a specific RightsAssertion but may be applied to any statement. 
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 any type of constraint on tools and materials used in the exercise of rights 

 any type of constraint on the adaptation of creations 

 shared rightsholding 

 exclusivity of rightsholding 

 delegation of management of rights to any level of granularity 

 reversion of rights to the original rightsholder when assignments expire 

 bundling of rights into "catalogs" for the purpose of making agreements, and the addition 
and removal of rights from those catalogs over time 

 unilateral rights assignments ("policies") 

 multilateral rights assignments ("rights agreements")  

 offers and requests for rights agreements 

 all forms of constraint qualified by exclusion ("not"), conjunction ("and") and disjunction 
("or"), nested to any level of complexity 

 any event or state - for example, payments or reporting requirements - which may be pre-, 
post- or asynchronous conditions of the exercise of a Right. 

2.5 Types of Creation 

The RRM must be able to represent Rights in: 

 individual creations; 

 sets of creations (sometimes known as “catalogs” or “repertoires”); 

 any mode of creation (physical, digital or abstract – sometimes known as manifestations and 
works)10; 

 creations within creations (as parts or components). 

In rights expressions, creations can be classified by any of their attributes (for example, a right may 
cover “All journals about physics”, “All works by Tom Brown”, “All audiovisual content provided by 
supplier X”, “All items on this list”, “Files not greater than 10 MB” etc). The RRM must therefore be 
capable of representing any type of descriptive metadata about creations or their relationships which 
might be referenced in a right. 

2.6 Types of Party 

The RRM must be able to represent any party, or any class of party, playing the role of rightsholder, 
licensor, administrator, user or otherwise doing something in relation to a right. In rights expressions, 
rightsholders may be classified by any of their attributes (for example, a right may apply to or 
exclude “Any member of Columbia University Library or any of its affiliated Libraries”, “Anyone over 
the age of 18”, “A person who is a national of any EC country”, “Any descendant of Tom Brown“, 
“Any adult who is registered disabled” etc). The RRM must therefore be capable of representing any 
type of descriptive metadata about parties or their relationships which might be referenced in a 
right. 

                                                 

 

 
10

 Although the concern of LCC is in digital rights data management, it is only the rights data which must be digital – the 
creations and types of use concerned may be of any type. 
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2.7 Structured, unstructured and referenced data 

Not all rights data needs to be, or can be, represented in a fully structured way: 

 some data values will be formally structured (for example, values from controlled 
vocabularies, numbers and standardized dates); 

 some data values will be in the form of unstructured textual material (for example, names of 
parties, copyright notices and textual descriptions of license conditions); 

 some elements will be structured according to specialized models which must be referenced 
by identifiers and links (for example, details of financial calculations supporting a licensing 
fee). 

The modelling of the content of the last two of these lies outside the scope of the RRM. 

“Unstructured data” in this context means data whose values cannot be unambiguously mapped to a 
formal schema or a controlled vocabulary. For example, some of the terms of a License may be 
stored in structured form, and some in unstructured free text. This does not necessarily mean that 
there is no structure, pattern or formality in the "unstructured" text itself, only that this structure 
does not conform to a formal schema which is unambiguously computable and whose semantics are 
therefore fully mappable to the RRM or to another formal schema. There may be semantic or natural 
language tools which can be used to query and transform such "unstructured" text into something 
with structure and controlled vocabulary, but that too is outside the scope of the RRM. 

2.8 Data completeness and quality 

The RRM will have nothing to say, beyond the normal validation constraints required of any schema, 
about the quality of data in the rights data supply chain. Data at any point may be missing, 
incomplete, poorly structured, ambiguous or simply incorrect, and there is a good deal of all of this in 
all sectors: while this is important, it is not in general an issue of modelling. What the RRM must do is 
to preserve the semantics of the existing data and enable it to be integrated with data from other 
sources: it cannot of itself add or correct anything (although such work may incidentally be done by 
organizations implementing the RRM for aggregation and transformation). It is hoped that use of the 
RRM will encourage the creation of more and better rights data at sources, but this also is outside 
the explicit scope of the RRM. 
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3     Specification  

This section contains the formal specification of the Rights Reference Model. 

The RRM is a Profile of the LCC Entity Model described in the document The LCC Entity Model, in 
which a number of specialized Entities are defined with particular Attribute constraints.  

3.1   RRM Entity Types 

The RRM has eight main Entity Types: Party, Creation, Place, Context, and one for each of the four 
specialized rights data Contexts identified in the LCC Project Plan (Right, RightsAssignment, Assertion 
and RightsConflict). These are defined in Table 1, and Figure 1 (already shown above in section 1 and 
here again for convenience) illustrates the main Links between these:  

RRM Entity and Link Types

Right

CreationParty

Rights
Conflict

Assertion

Rights
Assignment

Context Place

Right_PartyRight_Party

Creation_PartyCreation_Party

RightsAssignment
_Party
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Creation_CreationCreation_Creation
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Figure 1: RRM: Summary of Entity and Link Types 

Figure 3 is a UML diagram of the complete RRM, which is also available in .jpg and .eap formats 
(named The LCC Rights Reference Model): 
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Figure 3: RRM, UML class diagram
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The rest of this section describes the detailed models for these EntityTypes. 

Table 2: RRM Entity Types 

Entity Type Definition Examples 

Party (see 3.3) A human or other animate being 
(real or imaginary), or a legal 
person or organization capable of 
playing a role as an agent in a 
Context.  

Tom Brown, Coldplay, Microsoft Inc, 
Warner Music, the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra, Shrek 

Creation (see 3.4) Something made, directly or 
indirectly, by a human being(s). 

The textual work “Moby Dick”;  a 
particular printed edition of “Moby 
Dick”; Mozart’s 22nd Symphony; a 
photograph; the film Star Wars; a 
fragment of dialogue from “Star 
Wars”  

Place (see 3.5) A localizable or virtual place. Belgium; San Diego, CA; 15 High 
Street, Woking, Surrey, UK; 
Everywhere; 
TomjBrown999@hotmail.com; 020-
8567-1047; Account No 1245265; 
Lat. 32o27’, Long. 65o 88’; Outside 
London; Next to Jim’s desk; 
www.anysite.org/thispage; Room 
101, BBC Television Centre 

Context (see 3.6) An intersection of Time and Place 
in which Entities may play Roles. 

Earth during the Triassic Period; 
Europe in the Middle Ages; 1958 in 
Philadelphia; From 5.45pm to 
7.13pm on May 5th, 2005 in Studio 
1, Abbey Road Studios, London; 
2006-06-0614:26 at 
www.anysite.org; Paying a license 
fee; Having breakfast at Tiffany’s; 
Somewhere, Sometime; Here and 
now; Always and everywhere; 
Writing an article; Owning a car; 
Publishing a journal 

Right (see 3.7) A State in which a Party is 
entitled to do something in 
relation to a Creation, as a 
consequence of a law, agreement 
or policy. 

"Party A controls all rights in 
Creation C"; "Party A may copy, keep 
and view Creation C; but not on a 
computer of Type T and only after 
Payment P has been made by Party A 
to Party B" 

RightsAssignment 
(see 3.8) 

A decision as a result of which a 
Right comes into existence. 

An agreement in which Party A 
delegates control of European rights 
in Creation C to Party B; A license in 
which Party A permits Party B to 
make printed copies of Creation C; a 
corporate RightsPolicy granting user 
access privileges to people according 
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to their employee roles and grades. 

Assertion (see 3.9) A claim made about the truth or 
falsehood of a statement. 

A statement by Party A that it is true 
that Party B controls rights in 
Creation B  

RightsConflict (see 
3.10) 

A State of disagreement or 
dispute over a Right. 

Party A and Party B both claim 
Rights for Creation C in Germany 

 

3.2   Core RRM and Profiles 

Just as the RRM is a Profile of the LCC Entity Model, it can itself also have specialized Profiles through 
the specification of additional Attribute constraints. 

For example, if a particular rights schema allows for some restriction on films that are categorized 
with a Parental Advisory rating, then an optional Category for this can be added to the Creation 
Entity in the RRM, and the supporting values defined in an AVS. However, the proliferation of such 
“supplementary” Attributes is potentially limitless and distracting for anyone starting from the RRM 
as a basis for some local development. Attributes of EntityTypes in the RRM are therefore 
distinguished as being either core or supplementary Attributes. The core Attributes are collected in 
the core RRM, while supplementary Attributes would be added in a larger extended RRM in a 
specific implementation of the model.11 

3.2.1   Core Attributes 

Core Attributes associated with an EntityType of the RRM are each included for one of two reasons: 
either they are mandatory, or they are of demonstrable generic interest and of obvious value in all 
content sectors. For example, the lcc:DateOfBirth and lcc:DateOfDeath of an individual Party are of 
obvious value for the identification of the individual, but also (particularly in the case of date of 
death) are often of critical value for determining whether an individual’s Creations lie in the public 
domain or not, and so these have been adopted as core Attributes of a Party in the RRM. In contrast, 
the gender of an individual may be of some value in identification, but is generally irrelevant to 
rights, and so a Gender Category would be a supplementary Attribute and is not included in the core 
RRM. 

3.2.2   Core Attributes for all Entities 

Two Attributes (both of them Categories) are mandatory for all RRM Entities:  

Table 3: Core Attributes of all Entities 

 Element Description, constraints  Occ 

Cat EntityType The primary type of Entity. 1 

Cat IsClass 
Representative 

A flag indicating whether the Entity referred to is "Any" 
member of the Class of Entities with the defined Attributes 
(=True), or if it is an individually identified Entity (=False).  
This flag allows the LCC Entity Model to represent 
members of Classes as well as individual Entities, which is a 

1 

                                                 

 

 
11

 Depending on the outcome of deliberations on the long-term governance of the LCC, it is possible that supplementary 
Attribute Types and profiles of the RRM may be registered with the LCC.  
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common requirement of Rights metadata (for example, a 
Right may be exercised by any member of a particular 
University, or anyone in the UK over the age of 18, or may 
apply to any article in a journal which is classified as 
"scientific" in the catalog of a particular publisher).  

3.2.3   RRM Profiles  

The extended RRM provides for the option of creating RRM profiles, for a particular sector or data 
type (or both) should there be a need. An RRM profile would be a true subset of the core RRM, with 
further constraints on the cardinality and conditions of elements, and possibly elements of 
optimization as described in the document The LCC Entity Model. 
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3.3   Party 

0-n

0-n

RRM Party

Party

Place

= Party EntityType

0-1 Party Type

RelatedPartyRelatedParty

RelatedPlaceRelatedPlace

0-1Date Of Death

0-1Date Of Birth

Like all LCC Entities, a Party inherits the 
attributes of the Entity class. In any 
implementation of the RRM, a Party may 
have other specialized Attributes modelled
according to the LCC Entity Model and 
constrained by rules. For example, a Party 
with PartyType = Organization may have a 
Category of “Organization Type”.

 
Figure 4: RRM Party Entity 

A Party Entity describes a human or other animate being (real or imaginary), or a legal person or 
organization capable of playing a role as an agent in a Context.  

The logical model illustrated in Figure 4 and described in Table 4 specifies the core RRM Party Entity 
model, comprising key elements of metadata describing a Party playing a Rightsholder, user, Asserter 
or other Role. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.3.1). 

Table 4: Logical model of a Party  

Type Core element Description, constraints  occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (lcc:Party). 1 

Cat PartyType The primary type of Party (for example: lcc:Individual, 
lcc:Organization). 

0-1 

Time DateOfBirth  The date of birth of an Individual.  

 is optional when PartyType = lcc:Individual, otherwise 
null.  

 has TimeMode = lcc:Timepoint. 

 has TimeType = lcc:DateOfBirth.  

0-1 

Time DateOfDeath The date of death of an Individual.  

 is optional when PartyType = lcc:Individual, otherwise 
null.  

0-1 
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 has TimeMode = lcc:Timepoint. 

 has TimeType = lcc:DateOfDeath.  

Link Party_Party A Link from a Party to another Party. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Party_Party. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Party. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values (for example: member, 
subsidiary). 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: member, 
subsidiary). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value.  

0-n 

Link Party_Place A Link from a Party to a Place. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Party_Place 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Place. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: contact place). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

0-n 

3.3.1   Additional constraints on a Party 

A Party may also have Links from a Context or Creation, as described in sections 3.4 and 3.6 (Links in 
the RRM are shown in one direction only). 

A Party inherits all the Attributes of an Entity and may have further Attributes specialized from these, 
relevant to rights management according to local needs. These include: 

 A Category of CharacteristicRole (for example, Author, Composer) which helps in the 
disambiguation of Parties with the same or similar names.  

 Other Attributes (such as nationality, employee or security status) which may be relevant to 
eligibility to use or control rights. 

 Links to documents on which details of a Party are recorded. 
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3.4   Creation 

0-n

0-n

0-n

RRM Creation

Party

RelatedParty

Place

RelatedPlace

0-1 CreationType

= Creation EntityType

RelatedCreation

Creation

Like all LCC Entities, a Creation inherits the 
attributes of the Entity class. In any 
implementation of the RRM, a Creation may 
have other specialized Attributes modelled
according to the LCC Entity Model and 
constrained by rules. For example, a Creation 
with CreationType = Manifestation may have 
a Category of “ManifestationType”.

 Figure 5: RRM Creation Entity 
 

A Creation Entity describes something made, directly or indirectly, by a human being(s) (and which is 
not itself a human being). Creations are the resources in which intellectual property rights may exist. 

Many of the most common and useful Attributes of Creations belong to what is commonly called 
"descriptive" or "technical" metadata, and this is sometimes thought to be distinct from rights 
metadata. However, any Attribute of a Creation may be an element of a Right: this is described in 
section 2.4 (Types of Creation). 

The logical model illustrated in Figure 5 and described in Table 5 specifies the core RRM Creation 
Entity model, comprising key elements of Creation metadata which are commonly used to describe a 
Creation for the purposes of rights data. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.4.1). 

Table 5: Logical model of a Creation 

Type Core element Description, constraints occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (lcc:Creation). 1 

Cat CreationMode The primary mode of Creation (lcc:Work or 
lcc:Manifestation) 

 has a value from lcc:CreationMode_AVS. 

1 

Link Creation_Party A Link from a Creation to a Party. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Creation_Party. 

0-n 
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 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Party. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: creator, author, 
photographer, dc:creator, dc:contributor).  

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

Link Creation_Creation A Link from one Creation to another Creation. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Creation_Creation. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Creation. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values (for example: adaptation, 
manifestation, part, arrangement). 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: adaptation, 
manifestation, part, arrangement). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

0-n 

Link Creation_Place A Link from a Creation to a Place. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Creation_Place. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Place. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values.  

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: location). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

0-n 

3.4.1 Additional constraints on a Creation 

A Creation may also have Links from a Context, as described in section 3.6 (Links in the RRM are 
shown in one direction only). 

A Creation inherits all the Attributes of an Entity and may have further Attributes specialized from 
these, relevant to rights management according to local needs. These include: 

 Categories describing the content and carrier types. 

 Quantities describing the size, duration or other measurements of the Creation which may be 
relevant to UsageRight conditions. 

 Date(s) of creation or copyright registration which may be relevant to copyright law 
provisions. 

 Links to documents on which details of the Creation are recorded. 
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3.5   Place 

0-n

RRM Place

1 Place Type

Place= Place Entity Type

Like all LCC Entities, a Place inherits the 
attributes of the Entity class. In any 
implementation of the RRM, a Place may 
have other specialized Attributes modelled
according to the LCC Entity Model and 
constrained by rules. For example, a Place 
with PlaceType=Virtual may have a Category 
of “VirtualPlaceType”.

RelatedPlace

Figure 6: RRM Place Entity 
 

A Place Entity describes a localizable or virtual place. Places are essential for determining where a 
Right may be exercised. The most common of these (Territory) is normally expressed in a Category, 
typically using ISO Territory Codes, but a place may be smaller than that (for example, the buildings 
of a specific educational institution,  a venue in which live music may be played or a place identified 
by a postal address), or virtual (for example, a place on the Web identified by URL, or a bank account 
into which payment should be made). Places may also be defined by their characteristics (for 
example, “any place of religious worship” or “in flight”). 

The logical model illustrated in Figure 6 and described in Table 6 specifies the core RRM Place Entity 
model, comprising key elements of Place metadata which are commonly used to describe a Place for 
the purposes of rights data. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.5.1). 

Table 6: Logical model of a Place 

Type Core element Description, constraints occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (lcc:Place). 1 

Cat PlaceType The primary type of Place (Localizable or Virtual). 

 has a value from lcc:PlaceType_AVS. 

1 

Link Place_Place A Link from a Place to another Place.  

 has LinkType = lcc:Place_Place. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Place. 

0-n 
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 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: part, 
overlapping). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

3.5.1 Additional constraints on a Place 

A Place may also have Links from a Party, Creation or Context, as described in sections 3.3, 3.4 and 
3.6 (Links in the RRM are shown in one direction only). 

A Place inherits all the Attributes of an Entity and may have further Attributes specialized from these, 
relevant to rights management according to local needs. 
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3.6   Context 
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Like all LCC Entities, a Context inherits the 
attributes of the Entity class. In any 
implementation of the RRM, a Context may 
have other specialized Attributes modelled
according to the LCC Entity Model and 
constrained by rules.

Figure 7: RRM Context Entity 
 

The Context Entity describes an event or state. Formally, a Context is “An intersection of Time and 
Place in which Entities may play Roles.” The Context Entity is the parent of the four specialized rights 
Entities (Right, RightsAssignment, Assertion and RightsConflict). Context can be specialized to 
describe types of Conditions which apply to Rights (for example, a payment or reporting event). 

The logical model illustrated in Figure 7 and described in Table 7 specifies the core RRM Context 
Entity model, comprising key elements of Context metadata which are commonly used to describe a 
Context for the purposes of rights data. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.6.1). 

Table 7: Logical model of a Context 

Type Element Description, constraints occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (lcc:Context). 1 

Cat ContextType The type of Context (for example: payment, reporting 
event, organization membership). 

1 

Time Time A Time associated with the Context. 0-n 

Link Context_Party A Link from a Context to a Party. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Context_Party. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Party. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: payee, reporter, 

0-n 
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organization member, publisher) 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

Link Context_Creation A Link from a Context to a Creation. 

 has LinkType = Context_Creation 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Creation.  

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: payment, 
document, report format). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

0-n 

Link Context_Place A Link from a Context to a Place.  

 has LinkType = lcc:Context_Place. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Place. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: payee bank 
account, place of publication). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

 A Context must at least have either one Context_Place 
Link, or an equivalent Category (such as a Territory) 
which associates it with some Place. 

0-n 

Link Context_Context A Link from one Context to another Context. 

 has LinkType = Context_Context. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Context.  

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: result, pre-
condition). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

0-n 

3.6.1 Additional constraints on a Context 

A Context inherits all the Attributes of an Entity and may have further Attributes specialized from 
these, relevant to rights management according to local needs. 
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3.7   Right 
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Like all LCC Contexts, a Right inherits the 
attributes of the Context Entity. In any 
implementation of the RRM, a Right may have 
other specialized Attributes modelled according 
to the LCC Entity Model and constrained by rules. 

RelatedRight

Figure 8: RRM Right Entity 
 
The Right Entity is a type of Context. It describes a state in which a Party is entitled to do something 
in relation to a Creation. A Right always comes into existence as a result of a RightsAssignment (see 
3.8), but it is not necessary to refer to the RightsAssignment to be able to declare a Right. 

A Right, as defined in LCC, includes all intellectual property rights granted by law (regardless of 
jurisdiction), including copyright and “moral rights”, as well as these same rights when delegated by 
assignment. It also includes any other entitlements and privileges relating to intellectual property 
which are not rights originally assigned in law, but which still require agreement or permission from 
other parties, such as the entitlement to collect royalties or administer licenses on behalf of another 
party as a result of an agreement, or user privileges to access data within a system according to a 
corporate policy. A Right Entity is therefore inclusive of, but not limited to, rights defined in law.  

The Right in LCC covers both "usage" rights (in which a Party is entitled to make some use of a 
Creation, such as to see, hear, play, copy, adapt or keep it) and what might be called "control" or 
"management" rights (in which a Party is entitled to permit others to use Creations, or to carry out 
some management or administrative function in that process, such as to issue licenses or collect and 
distribute payments).   
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Rights are modelled in this broad and consistent way12 so that all Party-defined entitlements can be 
managed as simply as possible within a single data structure. Distinctions between legal and other 
entitlements, or between rights which are defined by law in one jurisdiction but not in another, can 
all be made in the RRM when needed using Categories or other Attributes of an RRM Right Entity. 

The logical model illustrated in Figure 8 and described in Table 8 describes the core RRM Right 
model. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.7.1). 

Table 8: Logical model of a Right 

Type Element Description, constraints occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (=lcc:Context). 1 

Cat ContextType The type of Context (=lcc:Right).  1 

Cat RightType A type of the Right (for example: all uses, copy, play, 
stream, license, copyright, administration, lcc:RightSet).  

 Types of Rights are commonly described in verbs, but a 
group of types of Rights may be gathered together in a 
parent type (eg all uses, administration).  

 An lcc:RightSet is a Right which is a set or bundle of 
other lcc:Rights (see 3.7.1 for details of additional 
constraints on a RightSet). 

1-n 

Cat ToolType A type of tool or medium which must be employed in 
exercising the Right (for example, a type of mobile phone 
on which a recording may be played).  

 A specific Tool (for example, a particular named 
computer network) may be identified in an 
lcc:Right_Creation Link. 

 If one or more ToolTypes are specified, then all other 
ToolTypes are implicitly excluded. 

 ToolTypes may be specialized to any level in a specific 
profile (for example, MediaType, Font or 
MobileDeviceType).  

0-n 

Cat MaterialType  A type of Material which may be employed in exercising 
the Right (for example, a type of cover material for a 
printed book). The distinction between Material and 
Tool is that Material becomes a part of the used or 
resulting Creation, whereas a Tool remains a separate 
resource (for example, in painting, the brush is a Tool 
and the paint is Material). 

 

 If one or more MaterialTypes are specified, then all 

0-n 

                                                 

 

 
12

 Because the term "Right" is defined very broadly, this is also true of Rightsholder, which refers to a Party entitled to 
exercise a Right. In other domains this term may refer to a Party able to assign Rights in a Creation but not a Party able to 
use it. However, in LCC it simply refers to the entitled Party regardless of whether the Rights are for management or usage. 
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other MaterialTypes are implicitly excluded. 

 MaterialTypes may be specialized to any level in a 
specific profile (for example, BindingType or PaperType). 

Cat HostCreationType 

 

A type of Creation in which the Controlled Creation must 
be included when exercising the Right. 

 A specific Host Creation (for example, a specific 
collection) may be identified in a lcc:Right_Creation Link. 

 If one or more HostCreationTypes are specified, then all 
other HostCreationTypes are implicitly excluded. 

0-n 

Cat OutputCreation 
Type 

 

A type of Creation into which the Controlled Creation must 
be transformed when exercising the Right. 

 A specific Output Creation (for example, a specific 
adaptation) may be identified in a lcc:Right_Creation 
Link. 

 If one or more OutputCreationTypes are specified, then 
all other OutputCreationTypes are implicitly excluded. 

0-n 

Cat Territory A Territory in which the Right applies (for example: world, 
Europe, iso3166-1:FR). 

 If one or more Territories are specified, then all other 
Territories are implicitly excluded. 

1-n 

Cat ValidContextType A type of Context in which the Right must be exercised (for 
example: in flight, in public, commercial use, academic 
research). ValidContextType includes all kinds of purpose 
on intention for using a Right. 

 If one or more ValidContextTypes are specified, then all 
other ValidContextTypes are implicitly excluded. 

0-n 

Cat IsExclusive A flag indicating whether the Right is exclusive to the 
Rightsholder(s) (lcc:True) or not (lcc:False). 

 has a value from BooleanTruthValues_AVS.  

1 

Quan PercentageShare The percentage share of the Rights controlled.  

 has QuantityType = lcc:PercentageShare.  

 has UnitOfMeasure = lcc:Percent. 

 has QuantityMode = lcc:SingleQuantity. 

0-1 

Quan NumberOfUses The number of uses permitted by the Right . 

 has QuantityType = lcc:NumberOfUses.  

 has UnitOfMeasure = lcc:Unit. 

0-1 

Time ValidPeriod A Period during which the Right is valid. 

 has TimeMode = lcc:Period. 

 has TimeType = lcc:ValidPeriod 

1-n 

Link Right_Party A Link between a Right and a Party. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Right_Party. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Party. 

1-n 
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 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: lcc:Rightsholder, 
lcc:BeneficialParty).  

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

 A Right must have at least one Right_Party Link with 
Entity2Role lcc:Rightsholder. 

Link Right_Creation  A Link between a Right and a Creation. 

 has LinkType =lcc:Right_Creation. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Creation. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: 
lcc:ControlledCreation, lcc:HostCreation, 
lcc:OutputCreation, lcc:Tool). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

 A Link with Entity2Role = lcc:ControlledCreation may have 
a Time with TimeType = lcc:ValidPeriod (where a Right 
covers a set of Creations, new Creations may be added to 
it during the overall ValidPeriod of the Right). 

 A Right must have at least one Right_Creation Link with 
Entity2Role lcc:ControlledCreation or one Right_Right 
Link with Entity2Role lcc:SourceRight. It may have any 
number of both. 

0-n 

Link Right_Right A Link between a Right and another Right. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Right_Right. 

 Entity2 has ContextType = lcc:Right. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: lcc:SourceRight, 
lcc:SupersededRight). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

 A Link with Entity2Role = lcc:SourceRight may have a 
Time with TimeType = lcc:ValidPeriod (Rights may be 
added to RightSets during their ValidPeriod). 

 A Right must have at least one Right_Creation Link with 
role lcc:ControlledCreation or one Right_Right Link with 
role lcc:SourceRight. It may have any number of both. 

0-n 

Link Right_Context A Link between a Right and a Context.  

 has LinkType = lcc:Right_Context. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Context. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: lcc:PreCondition, 

0-n 
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lcc:PostCondition, lcc:UnsynchronizedCondition; 
lcc:ValidContext). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

Link Right_Place A Link between a Right and a Place.  

 This element is used when a more specific Place than a 
Territory is mandated, such as a place of worship, 
concert venue or retail outlet. 

 has LinkType = Right_Place.  

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Place. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: lcc:ValidPlace). 

 At least one of Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have a 
value. 

0-n 

Any Inherited Default 
Right Attributes 

Any of the valid Attributes of a Right may be assigned to a 
RightsAssignment in the form of default Attributes which 
are to be inherited by all Rights covered by the 
RightsAssignment. For example, if a RightsAssignment 
contains a dozen Rights, none of which can be exercised 
until a payment is made, then the payment condition may 
be shown as a Link to the RightsAssignment, rather than 
being linked to each individual Right. This is an 
optimization ("displacement"), but is of such importance 
and so commonly used that it is incorporated into the basic 
specification of the RRM.  

Any 

3.7.1 Additional constraints on a Right 

A Right inherits all the Attributes of a Context and may have further Attributes specialized from 
these, relevant to rights management according to local needs. These may include: 

 Links to documents on which details of the Right are recorded. 

 Specific Attributes of a particular RightType, such as Categories and QuantityTypes. 

3.7.2 Optional, mandatory and excluded Attributes (OR, XOR, AND, NOT) 

As described in the Entity Model, by default, any Attribute of a Right is assumed to be valid and 
included in the scope of the Right. For example, if RightType = xyz:Copy and Territory = iso3166-1:US 
then the Creation concerned may be copied (but not otherwise used) in the USA (but nowhere else).  

If there are multiple values of an Attribute (for example, if both of the Territories of US and Canada 
are included) then the default relationship between them is the Boolean "AND" operation (meaning 
that the Right must be exercised in both Territories). 

If only one of the multiple values is required (so that for example, if a user can use a Creation in a 
context which is either educational or scientific) then the values must be explicitly related by the 
Boolean operator "OR" (or its equivalent in the formalism being used). 

3.7.3 SourceRight (and delegation of Rights) 
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An lcc:SourceRight is a Right from which another Right is derived. For example, if Party A owns the 
worldwide Rights for Creation C, and delegates the Australian Rights to Party B, then Party A's Right 
is the SourceRight of Party B's new Right. 

SourceRights are essential for modelling the delegation of control Rights, which can pass through a 
complex chain in which the rights delegated can be further restricted at each stage (for example, 
where a creator Party A assigns rights to a publisher Party B, who then assigns some of them to a 
sub-publisher Party C, who assigns a yet smaller number of them to an aggregator (Party D) such as a 
collecting society, who then issues licenses on an even more restricted scale to other Parties (E, F, G 
and so on).  

Further aspects of the use of SourceRights are discussed in the next two sections. 

3.7.4 SupersededRight (and reversion of Rights) 

An lcc:SupersededRight is a Right which is rendered invalid by another Right, to the extent of the 
scope of the second Right. A SupersededRight is always a SourceRight, and this relationship is used to 
manage the "reversion" of Rights to the original Rightsholder when the term of a RightsAssignment 
expires. In the example quoted in section 3.7.3, Party B may delegate limited rights to Party C for 
(say) three years, at the end of which time the rights will revert to Party B unless some other deal is 
made. By making Party B's Right a SupersededRight in the relationship, what is being indicated is 
that, for the duration of Party C's Right, Party B's Right is invalid to the extent of Party C's Right. So if, 
for example, Party B had worldwide Rights, and delegated control Rights for Europe only to Party C, 
Party B retains all other Rights, but the European portion is superseded by Party C's Right for as long 
as that Right is valid. SupersededRights are essential for modelling the delegation and reversion of 
control Rights in the simplest possible way. 

3.7.5 RightSet (or "Catalog" of Rights) 

An lcc:RightSet (sometimes known as a "catalog(ue)" or "repertoire") is a very common way in which 
Rights are "bundled together" for the purpose of making RightsAssignments. A RightSet is simply a 
set of any number of lcc:Rights in any number of different Creations which are controlled by the 
same Party: the RightSet can then be used as a single SourceRight for some new Right to be assigned, 
removing the need for identifying each individual Creation's Rights every time a new deal is done. 

RightSets model the reality of RightsAssignments. Many business-to-business deals in which Rights 
are delegated are expressed by referring to a RightSet from which some or all Rights are being 
delegated, and many business-to-consumer licenses (in a service like Spotify) relate to a complete 
RightSet containing works from many sources, bundled together out of many different RightSets. 

This approach has great advantages. RightSets allow deals for any number of individual Creations to 
be expressed in a single Right or RightsAssignment, and when Rights are added to or removed from 
the RightSet, the existing RightsAssignment does not need to be revised, only the schedule of 
Creations or Rights which it contains.  

The use of a RightSet in the model therefore mirrors the common practise by which Parties refer to 
their "catalogs" or "repertoires". However, these are often a common and important source of 
confusion. A catalog is often referred to as a "catalog of works", but in the rights supply chain it is 
really a "catalog of Rights". A Rightsholder can only put into a RightSet those Rights which he/she 
already controls, and commonly this control is only partial, as the Rights may be limited by Territory, 
RightType, ValidPeriod or any other constraint or condition.  

In the simple example given in RRM Use Case R5, Tom Brown is co-author of one of the three works 
included in the RightSet "The Tom Brown Catalog", and so only controls 50% of the Rights in that 
Creation. It is therefore only that 50% of Rights which goes into his catalog to be later delegated to 
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his publisher. The effect of this is compounded as rights flow down a chain of delegation: if the 
publisher later delegates 50% of his acquired rights for a particular territory to a sub-publisher, then 
of course they are only delegating 50% of 50% of the work in question (in other words, 25% of the 
Rights in that work). At the same time, if the publisher delegates (for example) all European Rights, 
but the publisher doesn’t actually control Rights in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, then it is only 
the Rights in Europe excluding the GAS countries which are in the new Right. So when it is said that a 
catalog "contains a certain work", it may be that it only contains certain limited Rights in that work. 
Hence in the RRM, catalogs are always expressed as RightSets. 

An lcc:RightSet is a RightType which always has certain simple and limited constraints, which is 
created by a Right having any number of lcc:Right_Right Links with the roles lcc:SourceRight and 
lcc:SupersededRight, which are then bundled into a RightSet, there is no delegation of Rights from 
one Party to another, it is an "internal" process by which a Party bundles several Rights which they 
already control into a single Right, even though the relationships used (SourceRight and 
SupersededRight) are the same as in a delegation to another Party. A RightSet, then, always covers 
100% of the SourceRights everywhere and for all time - it neither adds to nor takes away from what 
is there to begin with. These are the mandatory constraints on a RightSet: 

RightType = lcc:RightSet 

PercentageShare = 100% 

Time = always (01-01-0001 to 9999-12-31) 

Territory = the world 
 
So if a Party controls 50% of the Reproduction Rights in a work for France for three years, then when 
that Right is included as a SourceRight in a RightSet, those Rights remain unchanged. The fact that 
the RightSet covers 100% of global rights for all time only means that it imposes no further limitation 
on what already exists the SourceRight.  
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3.8   RightsAssignment 
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the attributes of the Context Entity. In any 
implementation of the RRM, a RightsAssignment 
may have other specialized Attributes modelled
according to the LCC Entity Model and 
constrained by rules. RelatedParty

0-1 TimeOfAssignment

 
Figure 9: RRM RightsAssignment Entity 

 
The RightsAssignment Entity is a type of Context. It describes an event: a decision which results in 
the existence (or non-existence) of a Right. There are three main types of RightsAssignment:  

 a RightsLaw, by which Rights may come into existence ab initio through a governing authority – 
for example, the US Copyright Act of 1976 or the 1988 UK Copyright, Designs and Patents Act. 

 a RightsPolicy, by which a Party with the necessary authority (an Assigner) assigns a Right to 
another Party (an Assignee) without requiring the agreement of the latter – for example, 
security levels for user access to a computer system, or a CreativeCommons free use license.  

 a RightsAgreement, in which an Assigner and an Assignee agree over a Right – for example, a 
license, publishing agreement or copyright society mandate. 

A RightsAssignment may also be in the form of an Offer or Request for assignment as well as being 
an Executed RightsAssignment.  

The logical model illustrated in Figure 9 and described in Table 9 describes the core RRM 
RightsAssignment model. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.8.1). 

Table 9: Logical model of a RightsAssignment 

Type Element Description, constraints occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (= lcc:Context). 1 

Cat ContextType The type of Context (= lcc:RightsAssignment).  1 

Cat RightsAssignment The type of RightsAssignment (for example: 1 
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Type lcc:RightsPolicy, lcc:RightsAgreement).  

Cat RightsAssignment 
Status 

The status of the RightsAssignment in terms of 
implementation (for example: lcc:Offer, lcc:Request, 
lcc:Executed). 

1 

Time TimeOfAssignment A Time at which the Assignment was made. 

 has TimeMode = lcc:Timepoint. 

 has TimeType = lcc:TimeOfAssignment. 

0-1 

Link RightsAssignment_P
arty 

A Link from a RightsAssignment to a Party. 

 has LinkType = lcc:RightsAssignment_Party 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Party. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: lcc:Assigner, 
lcc:Assignee) 

 Either Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have at least one 
value. 

 A RightsAssignment must have at least one 
RightsAssignment_Party Link with Entity2Role 
lcc:Assigner. 

 A RightsAssignment which is an lcc:RightsPolicy must 
have no RightsAssignment_Party Link with Entity2Role 
lcc:Assignee. 

 A RightsAssignment which is an lcc:RightsAgreement 
must have at least one RightsAssignment_Party Link with 
Entity2Role lcc:Assignee. 

1-n 

Link RightsAssignment_R
ight 

A Link from a RightsAssignment to a Right. 

 has LinkType = lcc:RightsAssignment_Right. 

 Entity2 has ContextType = lcc:Right. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values (for example: 
lcc:PermittedRight, lcc:ProhibitedRight). 

 Either Entity1Role or Entity2Role must have at least one 
value. 

1-n 

Any Default Right 
Attributes 

Any of the valid Attributes of a Right may be assigned to a 
RightsAssignment in the form of default Attributes which 
are to be inherited by all Rights covered by the 
RightsAssignment. For example, if a RightsAssignment 
contains a dozen Rights, none of which can be exercised 
until a payment is made, then the payment condition may 
be shown as a Link to the RightsAssignment, rather than 
being linked to each individual Right. This is an 
optimization ("displacement"), but is of such importance 
and so commonly used that it is incorporated into the basic 
specification of the RRM.  

0-n 

3.8.1 Additional constraints on a RightsAssignment 
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A RightsAssignment inherits all the Attributes of a Context and may have further Attributes 
specialized from these, relevant to rights management according to local needs. These may include: 

 Links to contracts and other documents on which details of the RightsAssignment are 
recorded. 

 A Category or Descriptor identifying the jurisdiction under which the RightsAssignment was 
made. 

 One or more Descriptors containing original text from the contract. 

 A Link to a statement that an Assignee has read and understood the terms and conditions. 

3.8.2 Formalization of contractual terms  

In principle, more or less any terms or conditions of a RightsAssignment, however complex, may be 
expressed formally using Categories within the LCC Entity Model. In practise there are significant 
limitations on this:  

 A lot of work is required to express some terms formally. 

 There is little value in expressing some terms in fully computable form if they are not 
enforceable by computer (for example, routine details of liabilities and penalties in the case 
of default). For many terms it is adequate to store the text as Descriptor(s).  

3.8.3 Proposals as “potential” RightsAssignments 

The structure of a RightsAssignment may be used as the template for a “Proposal” or a “potential 
RightsAssignment” (i.e. RightsAssignmentStatus = lcc:Offer or lcc:Request), in which terms being 
offered by one Party to another are modelled for consideration by another. This may take the form 
of a standard “blank” license being offered for completion on a website, or it may be a specific draft 
agreement drawn up in negotiation.  
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3.9   Assertion 
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Figure 10: RRM Assertion Entity 

An Assertion Entity is a type of Context. It describes an event: a claim made about the truth or 
falsehood of a statement (eg “Party A says that Party B controls Creation C in Europe”).  

In rights data, the most important Assertions are about the truth or falsehood of a Right (formally, 
this means that a Right is the lcc:SubjectOfAssertion). Assertions are important where rights data is 
aggregated from multiple sources and conflicting statements may be made by different Parties (eg 
data exist which show that both Party A and Party B are claiming the same exclusive Right in the 
same Creation, and so at least one must be incorrect). Such Assertions are of great importance in 
collective rights management, and this will also be true for any rights data that is distributed as 
Linked Open Data. 

It is quite common for an Asserter of a Right to be a different Party from the Rightsholder. Many 
Rightsholders do not make such claims on their own behalf, but this is done by their publishers, 
agents, societies or others, and these are the Asserters in such a case. 

Note that an Assertion is not the same thing as an “audit trail” which identifies the creator or 
amender of the data itself within a particular system. For example, an agent (Party A) may assert that 
their client (Party B) controls a right, and this information may be created or sent by an intermediary 
such as a publisher or collecting society (Party C). Party A is the Asserter, Party B the Rightsholder, 
and Party C merely the party documenting these claims. Party D may be an employee of Party C who 
enters the data onto a computer and whose identity is therefore logged on an automated audit trail. 

The logical model illustrated in Figure 10 and described in Table 10 describes the core RRM Assertion 
model. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.9.1). 

 
Table 10: Logical model of an Assertion 
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Type Element Description, constraints occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (= lcc:Context). 1 

Cat ContextType The type of Context (= lcc:Assertion).  1 

Cat TruthValue The truth claim made about the SubjectOfAssertion (= 
lcc:True or lcc:False). 

 has a value from BooleanTruthValues_AVS.  

1 

Time ValidPeriod The Period during which the Assertion is maintained. The 
StartTime of this Period is usually the time at which the 
Assertion is originally made. 

 has TimeMode = lcc:Period. 

 has TimeType = lcc: ValidPeriod 

1-n 

Link Assertion_Asserter A Link from an Assertion to a Party who is an Asserter of it. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Assertion_Asserter. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Party. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values. 

1-n 

Link Assertion_SubjectOf 
Assertion 

A Link from an Assertion to a Context or Attribute which is 
the subject of this Assertion. 

 has LinkType = lcc:Assertion_SubjectOfAssertion. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Context or lcc:Attribute. 

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values. 

1-n 

3.9.1 Additional constraints on an Assertion 

An Assertion inherits all the Attributes of a Context and may have further Attributes specialized from 
these, relevant to rights management according to local needs. These may include: 

 Links to documents on which details of the Assertion are recorded. 
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3.10   RightsConflict 
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Figure 11: RRM RightsConflict Entity 

 
A RightsConflict Entity is a type of Context. It describes a state of disagreement or dispute over a 
Right (for example, “Party A and Party B each claim to own the rights for Creation C in Europe”).  

Conflicts may be the result of data errors (typically where a change of control has not been noted by 
one Party) or they may arise from a genuine dispute over Rights. In either case, the status of the 
conflict may need to be noted, and local procedures or policies for its management and resolution 
implemented (for example, determining who if anyone issues licenses or collects payments while the 
conflict exists). In a distributed “linked data” environment the management of RightsConflicts will 
become particularly challenging.  

The logical model illustrated in Figure 11 and described in Table 11 describes the core RRM 
RightsConflict model. Additional Attributes may be added (see 3.10.1). 

Table 11: Logical model of a RightsConflict 

Type Element Description, constraints Occ 

Cat EntityType The type of Entity (= lcc:Context). 1 

Cat ContextType The type of Context (= lcc:RightsConflict)  1 

Cat ConflictStatus The status of the RightsConflict (for example: unresolved, 
resolved). 

1 

Time ValidPeriod The Period during which a conflict exists between any of 
the Rights linked to the RightsConflict. This is typically 
derived from the period of overlap between ValidPeriods 

1-n 
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of the conflicting Rights. If there are gaps during which 
there is no conflict, the period is reported as several 
ValidPeriods. 

 has TimeMode = lcc:Period. 

 has TimeType = lcc:ValidPeriod 

Link RightsConflict_Confli
ctedRight 

A Link from a RightsConflict to one of the Rights which is in 
conflict with others.  

 has LinkType = lcc:RightsConflict_ConflictedRight. 

 Entity2 has EntityType = lcc:Right.  

 Entity1Role has 0-n values. 

 Entity2Role has 0-n values. 

2-n 

3.10.1 Additional constraints on a RightsConflict 

A RightsConflict inherits all the Attributes of a Context and may have further Attributes specialized 
from these, relevant to rights management according to local needs. These may include: 

 Links to documents on which details of the RightsConflict are recorded. 

 Links to Contexts which describe attempts to resolve the conflict (for example, 
correspondence with conflicted Parties asking them if they maintain their claims). 

 Links to other Entities (for example, Parties or RightsAssignments) which play roles in the 
RightsConflict. 
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4   Terms and Allowed Value Sets (AVSs) 

This section lists the Allowed Value Sets (AVSs) and values within them 
mandated by the RRM.  

The RRM also makes use of the Allowed Value Sets of the LCC Entity Model (see the document The 
LCC Entity Model). Other values and AVSs may be added by users as required.  

Term Definition Comments, examples 

Context_Context_Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Context 
in a Context_Context Link. 

Values of this AVS may be user-
defined. 

Context_Creation_Entity2Role
_AVS 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Creation 
in a Context_Creation Link. 

Values of this AVS may be user-
defined. 

Context_Party_Entity2Role_AV
S 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Party in a 
Context_Party Link. 

Values of this AVS may be user-
defined. 

Context_Place_Entity2Role_AV
S 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Place in a 
Context_Place Link. 

Values of this AVS may be user-
defined. 

CreationMode_AVS A closed Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a mode of Creation. 

 

lcc:Manifestation A perceivable Creation.  

lcc:Work A Creation which is a distinct, abstract 
Creation of the mind whose existence is 
revealed through one or more 
Manifestations. 

 

Creation_Creation_Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Creation 
in a Creation_Creation Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Manifestation A perceivable Creation, which is a 
realisation of the Creation (a Work) to 
which it is linked. 

The Creation with this role has 
CreationType = lcc:Manifestation, 
and the linked Creation has 
CreationType = lcc:Work. 

Creation_Party_Entity2Role_A
VS 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Party in a 
Creation_Party Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Creator A Party responsible, in whole or in part, 
for making the Creation. 

 

Creation_Place_Entity2Role_A
VS 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Place in a 
Creation_Place Link. 

Values of this AVS may be user-
defined. 

EntityType_AVS A closed Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of Entity. 

 

lcc:Category  An Attribute which is a categorization of 
an Entity with a fully-controlled data 
value. 

 

lcc:Context An intersection of Time and Place in 
which Entities may play Roles.  
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lcc:Creation Something made, directly or indirectly, 
by a human being(s). 

 

lcc:Descriptor An Attribute which is a name, identifier 
or annotation of an Entity in the form of 
an uncontrolled or partially controlled 
data value. 

 

lcc:Link A typed relationship between two 
Entities. 

 

lcc:Party A resource that is a human or other 
animate being (real or imaginary), or a 
legal person, an organization or a 
machine capable of playing a role as an 
Agent (or active Resource). 

 

lcc:Place A localizable or virtual place.  

lcc:Quantity  An Attribute which is a measure of some 
aspect of an Entity. 

 

lcc:Time  An Attribute which is a point or period 
of time associated with an Entity. 

 

BooleanTruthValue_AVS A closed Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of Boolean Truth 
Value 

 

lcc:False Of a statement that is false.  

lcc:True Of a statement that is true.  

LinkType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of a Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Assertion_Asserter A Link between an Assertion and a Party 
who is an Asserter of it. 

 

lcc:Assertion_SubjectOfAsserti
on 

A Link between an Assertion and a 
Context or Attribute which this Assertion 
is about. 

 

lcc:Context_Context A Link between a Context and another 
Context. 

 

lcc:Context_Creation A Link between a Context and a 
Creation. 

 

lcc:Context_Party A Link between a Context and a Party.  

lcc:Context_Place A Link between a Context and a Place.  

lcc:Creation_Creation A Link between a Creation and another 
Creation.  

 

lcc:Creation_Party A Link between a Creation and a Party.  

lcc:Creation_Place A Link between a Creation and a Place.  

lcc:Party_Party A Link between a Party and another 
Party. 

 

lcc:Party_Place A Link between a Party and a Place.  

lcc:Place_Place A Link between a Place and another 
Place. 

 

lcc:Right_Context A Link between a Right and a Context.  

lcc:Right_Creation A Link between a Right and a Creation.  
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lcc:Right_Party A Link between a Right and a Party.  

lcc:Right_Place A Link between a Right and a Place.  

lcc:Right_Right A Link between a Right and another 
Right. 

 

lcc:RightsAssignment_Context A Link between a RightsAssignment and 
a Context. 

 

lcc:RightsAssignment_Party A Link between a RightsAssignment and 
a Party. 

 

lcc:RightsAssignment_Right A Link between a RightsAssignment and 
a Right. 

 

lcc:RightsConflict_ConflictedRi
ght 

A Link between a RightsConflict and a 
Right which is in conflict with one 
another. 

 

ContextType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of Context. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Right A State in which a Party is entitled to do 
something in relation to a Creation, as a 
consequence of a law, agreement or 
policy. 

 

lcc:RightsAssignment A decision as a result of which a Right is 
assigned. 

 

lcc:Assertion A claim made about the truth or 
falsehood of a statement. 

 

lcc:RightsConflict A State of disagreement or dispute over 
a Right. 

 

Party_Party_Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Party in a 
Party_Party Link. 

Values of this AVS may be user-
defined. 

Party_Place_Entity2Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Place in a 
Party_Place Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:ContactPlace A Place at which the Party can be 
contacted. 

 

PartyTimeType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of Time associated 
with a Party. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:DateOfBirth The date on which an Individual was 
born. 

 

lcc:DateOfDeath The date on which an Individual died.  

PartyType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a primary type of Party. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Individual A Party attributed with roles or 
characteristics of an individual human 
being. 

An Individual is normally but not 
necessarily always a human 
being: fictional, mythological, 
legendary or anthropomorphic 
individuals also fulfil many roles 
of Individuals. 

lcc:Organization A Party which is either a legal person 
(but not a human being) and/or a group 
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of human beings or organizations. 

Place_Place_Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Place in a 
Place_Place Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Part A Place which is wholly contained within 
the linked Place. 

 

PlaceType_AVS A closed Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a primary type of Place. 

 

lcc:LocalizablePlace A Place in the universe which can be 
localized by reference to spatial co-
ordinates. 

 

lcc:VirtualPlace A non-localizable Place at which a 
Resource may be located. 

 

QuantityType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of Quantity. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:PercentageShare A Percentage for a share in a Right.  

lcc:NumberOfUses A Count of the number of uses.  

lcc:PeriodDuration A Quantity measuring the temporal 
extent of a Period. 

 

Right_Context_Entity2Role_AV
S 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Context 
in a Right_Context Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:PreCondition An event or state which must occur 
before a permitted Right may be 
exercised. 

 

lcc:PostCondition An event or state which must occur after 
a permitted Right is exercised. 

 

lcc:UnsynchronizedCondition An event or state which must occur at 
some time if a permitted Right is to be 
exercised. 

 

lcc:ValidContext A Context within which a permitted 
Right may be exercised. 

 

Right_Creation_Entity2Role_A
VS 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Creation 
in a Right_Creation Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:ControlledCreation A Creation which is the subject of the 
Right. 

 

lcc:HostCreation A Creation to which a 
ControlledCreation of the Right may be 
added. 

 

lcc:OutputCreation A Creation which may be created as a 
result of exercising the Right. 

 

lcc:Tool A Creation used in the exercise of the 
Right. 

 

Right_Party_Entity2Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Party in a 
Right_Party Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Rightsholder A Party permitted to exercise the Right.  
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lcc:BeneficialParty A Party other than a Rightsholder 
benefitting in some way from the 
exercise of the Right. 

 

Right_Place_Entity2Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Place in a 
Right_Place Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:ValidPlace A Place in which a Right may be 
exercised. 

 

Right_Right_Role_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Right in a 
Right_Right Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:AssignableRight A Right which may be assigned by a 
Party who is the Rightsholder of a Right 
with RightType = Assign.  

 

lcc:SourceRight A Right from which the current Right is 
derived. 

This includes the "bundling" of 
Rights into RightSets. 

lcc:SupersededRight A Right which is made invalid, in whole 
or part, by another Right for which it is a 
Source. 

 

RightsAssignment_Context_Ent
ity2Role_AVS 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Context 
in a RightsAssignment_Context Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:PreCondition An event or state which must occur 
before any Rights permitted by the 
RightsAssignment may be exercised. 

This role is a "displacement", 
used for convenient 
normalization as Conditions 
actually apply to Rights. Use of 
this Role here means that the 
PreCondition is inherited by all 
Rights within the 
RightsAssignment. 

lcc:PostCondition An event or state which must occur after 
any Rights permitted by the 
RightsAssignment are exercised. 

This role is a "displacement", 
used for convenient 
normalization as Conditions 
actually apply to Rights. Use of 
this Role here means that the 
PostCondition is inherited by all 
Rights within the 
RightsAssignment. 

lcc:UnsynchronizedCondition An event or state which must occur at 
some time if any Rights permitted by the 
RightsAssignment are to be exercised. 

This role is a "displacement", 
used for convenient 
normalization as Conditions 
actually apply to Rights. Use of 
this Role here means that the 
UnsynchronizedCondition is 
inherited by all Rights within the 
RightsAssignment. 

lcc:ValidContext A Context within which any Rights 
permitted by the RightsAssignment may 
be exercised. 

This role is a "displacement", 
used for convenient 
normalization as Conditions 
actually apply to Rights. Use of 
this Role here means that the 
ValidContext is inherited by all 
Rights within the 
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RightsAssignment. 

RightsAssignment_Party_Entity
2Role_AVS 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Party in a 
RightsAssignment_Party Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Assigner A Party to the RightsAssignment who is 
granting a Right (or who is acting on 
behalf of such a Party). 

 

lcc:Assignee A Party to the RightsAssignment to 
whom a Right is being granted (or who is 
acting on behalf of such a Party). 

 

RightsAssignment_Right_Entity
2Role_AVS 

An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a role played by a Right in a 
RightsAssignment_Right Link. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:PermittedRight A Right which is permitted by the 
RightsAssignment. 

 

lcc:ProhibitedRight A Right which is prohibited by the 
RightsAssignment. 

 

RightsAssignmentType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of 
RightsAssignment. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined, although this is a 
safeguard only for testing: the 
current 
RightsAssignmentType_AVS is 
believed to be a closed, covering 
set. 

lcc:RightsAgreement A bilateral or multilateral 
RightsAssignment: that is, one in which 
the Rightsholder(s) of the assigned 
Rights (or some other Party acting on 
their behalf) are consenting to the 
Agreement. 

RightsAgreements include most 
agreements in which Rights are 
licensed or delegated. 
Democratic laws which govern 
Rights (such as Copyright Acts) 
are also RightsAgreements. 

lcc:RightsPolicy A unilateral RightsAssignment: that is, 
one in which the Rightsholder(s) of the 
assigned Rights is/are not necessarily 
consenting to the Agreement. 

Policies include most corporate 
policies for access and use of data 
and systems, "open source" 
licenses which do not require 
active acceptance by a user, and 
laws and rules governing Rights 
which are established by 
"decree" rather than democratic 
process. 

RightsAssignmentStatus_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a status of a 
RightsAssignment. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:Offer Of a RightsAgreement which is proposed 
by a prospective Assigner. 

 

lcc:Request Of a RightsAgreement which is proposed 
by a prospective Assignee. 

 

lcc:Executed Of a RightsAssignment which is active.  

RightType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of Right. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:RightSet A Right containing any number of Rights 
(as lcc:SourceRights), all of which have 

A RightSet is a way of "bundling" 
multiple Rights controlled by the 
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the same Rightsholder as the RightSet. same Rightsholder, for the 
purpose of making further 
RightsAssignments.  

TimeType_AVS An open Allowed Value Set in which 
each value is a type of Time. 

Additional values of this AVS may 
be user-defined. 

lcc:ValidPeriod A Period during which a Context is valid.  

lcc:TimeOfAssignment A Time at which a RightsAssignment was 
made. 
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5    Uses  

This section summarises how the RRM may be used. A set of exemplary use 
cases is provided in a separate document13. 

5.1   Strengths and weaknesses of the RRM 

Here are four main benefits of the RRM based on the full LCC Entity Model: 

 it is comprehensive for all aspects of descriptive and rights metadata for creations of any kind 

 it is extensible to allow for new and currently unknown types of content, media, rights, 
business models and rules without the need for changing the schema, only adding new 
vocabularies and rules (so a system can be heavily parameterized and "data-driven") 

 it is a very rich model, so most other schemas should map successfully to it 

 each Attribute of every Entity Type conforms to one of the five micro-model structures, 
making it possible to write generic, modular software which can be used for processing 
metadata about any Entities, regardless of future extensions. 

Against this there is one significant disadvantage: the full model contains a high level of indirection 
which means that data processing may be inefficient, and hence optimizations will be useful or 
essential in different situations. 

5.2    Use of the model 

There are any ways in which the RRM may be used, five of which are briefly described her. In the first 
(data transformation) and fifth (quality assurance), the model is best used in its full form; in the 
second (large-scale modelling) it may be selectively optimized, and in the remaining two (small-scale 
modelling and messaging) the model will typically be quite extensively optimized. 

5.2.1 Data integration and transformation 

The RRM is a model for a generic database schema to act as an intermediate stage in data 
transformation from any schema to any other. This may be in support of one-to-one data exchanges 
between two different schemas or silos, or more usefully in a "hub-and-spoke" situation where 
several different data schemas need to be integrated with each other in different ways14. 

Data can be aggregated in the intermediary stage, so that multiple sources can be consolidated into a 
single schema before further use is made of it. 

5.2.2 Large scale modelling and design  

The RRM provides a "rich as possible" abstract data model which can be translated directly into a 
physical model to provide the basis of any extensive, multi-media rights management system or 
network in which large-scale data processing is not a seriously limiting factor. 

                                                 

 

 
13

 The LCC RRM Exemplary Use Cases v1.0 
14

 This use of the RRM is what will be extensively tested in the Rights Data Integration (RDI) Project. 
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5.2.3 Smaller scale modelling  

On a smaller scale, the RRM provides a starting point from which a system can be modelled. The key 
is that the modelling process enables a designer to start from the full scale model, and then 
specialize and optimize to a flatter and more "displaced" schema (see the document The LCC Entity 
Model for a summary of the two main optimization techniques). It should be possible then to 
"enrich" the resulting system relatively easily if needed in future by reversing the optimization steps. 

5.2.4 Messaging 

The process for designing messages is parallel to that of smaller scale modelling. Starting from a 
generic RRM schema (such as the CRF), messages can be created by the selection and optimization of 
required elements. 

5.2.5 Quality Assurance 

The RRM can be used as a template for QA-ing existing or proposed models and schemas for 
completeness. 

5.3  Exemplary Use Cases 

This section describes a set of exemplary use cases produced to test the RRM. 

5.3.1 Purpose 

A set of Use Cases has been produced to demonstrate that RRM can be used to express the range of 
different requirements of rights data. This set is not exhaustive and it is expected that it will be 
revised and extended, especially in the course of the Rights Data Integration (RDI) project. It is not 
the aim of these Use Cases to demonstrate best practise in use of RRM, or to provide a 
representative sample of real detailed cases, but only to prove its expressiveness. It is anticipated 
that an RRM User Guide including use cases of best practise, including optimization, will be produced 
in the next phase of the LCC. 

5.3.2 Sources 

The Use Cases are all based on real world scenarios, but these are often stripped down to their 
essentials or stylised for the purpose of demonstrating the essential structure and semantics of the 
issue under consideration. There are several Use Cases for each of the two more complex Rights 
Entities (Right and RightsAssignment) and just one each at this point for the simpler Assertion and 
RightsConflict. 

Some of the Use Cases are direct mappings of Use Cases in other rich Rights schemas (ODRL and the 
PLUS Coalition), and the others are based on common generic scenarios which may occur in different 
sectors. 

5.3.3 Structure 

Each Use Case is set out in a Word Document, following the structure of a CRF (Common Rights 
Format) XML document, but without the formal XML syntax, as the aim is for the Use Cases to be 
reasonably human readable. Everything in them is formally expressible in the CRF. Alongside each is 
a commentary which summarises the content of each use case. 

5.3.4 Vocabulary 
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The element names in the Use Cases are all taken from the RRM itself. All Category and Type Values 
are shown as terms from controlled vocabularies, with a namespace prefix (for example, 
lcc:Identifier, dc:title, odrl:offer, plus:CR-CAI, iso3166-1a2:US) with "xyz:" as an artificial generic 
prefix. However, the Use Cases do not attempt to deal with the mapping and integration of 
controlled vocabularies, which will be a necessary part of the RDI project and any implementation of 
the RRM for transformation). In many cases the "dummy" namespace is used to express terms which 
in a real application will come from another namespace. The "xyz" terms are not random and are 
based on existing good practice in various schemes, and many of them are likely to be terms used in 
the ontology and controlled vocabulary developed within the RDI project, but in the Use Cases 
themselves they should be viewed as indicative terms only. 

5.3.5 Identifiers and linking of Use Cases 

Each Entity referenced in the Use Cases is assigned an internal ID (with a type of "xyz:UseCaseRef"). 
The first Entity in Use Case R1 is assigned "R1-1". These IDs are then used for cross-reference within 
each Use Case (similar to the XREF function in XML), but they are also used across Use Cases where 
one Entity occurs in more than one Use Case, so that the whole set of Use Cases could be 
transformed into "linked data" (where the UseCaseRefs are turned into URIs) or into relational data 
(where the UseCaseRefs function as Primary Keys). 

5.3.6 Optimization 

The exemplary Use Cases employ the RRM in its fullest, most verbose form, without any flattening or 
displacement of Attributes, and with Links used of a most general type. This is the form in which the 
RRM must be employed as a "hub" schema to support the interoperability of many different rights 
schemas, making all possible intended semantics explicit. In this un-optimized form the RRM is not 
intended to be an efficient alternative messaging schema for targeted standard messages.  

 


